How to build the Ultimate Data
Science Team in 5 key steps
As more organisations embrace data-driven digital transformation, there has never been a more
urgent need to build data science teams that can deliver on this goal. Here’s 5 essential steps to
building a high performing team that can future-proof your strategic objectives for maximum ROI.

ANALYTIC OBJECTIVES WILL DRIVE PORTFOLIO MIX

Assess your ‘Target State’
Deﬁne the skills required in your
data science team to deliver value
in alignment with leadership
aspirations and business objectives.
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BUILD A TEAM OF COMPLIMENTARY SKILLS

Understand your data community
A truly eﬀective data science function
requires a diversity of skills - data analysts,
data engineers, through to business
analysts and wider data-related roles.
Unite this critical business function to
formulate a community of best practice.
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Communicator

Visualiser

Data Wrangler

Data Analyst
Strong communication, data visualisation
and data skills
Data Scientist
Strong modelling skills combined with good
programming, data and communication

Modeller

Programmer

Data Engineer
Strong Technical, Data and Programming skill

Technologist

ASSESS COMPETENCY AGAINST 6 CORE TRAITS

Assess the skills & capability
of your team
Understand what skills exist within your
team to ensure the perfect blend of skills,
mapped against 6 core data science
capabilities. Is it aligned to maximising ROI
across the business infrastructure?
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DATA SCIENCE RADAR VISUALISES INDIVIDUAL’S STRENGTHS

Create learning pathways
Based on skill assessments, create
learning pathways for each team
member aligned to capability gaps

Nurture your team to
drive eﬀective data-driven
transformation
Invest in your capability. Retest and
develop skills to retain talent; whilst
maintaining the necessary capability
required for your winning team.
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INTUITIVE DASHBOARD FOR MANAGERS
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Activate Data Science Radar
Combining nearly 20 years of consultancy experience with our own
SaaS (software-as-a-service) platform, Data Science Radar is a full-service
package with everything you need to identify and build world-class talent.

For a demo visit mango-solutions.com/products/data-science-radar

